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Acronyms
For a full list of surface water terms please see the WaterNSW website .
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Abbreviation

Description

ADWG

Australian Drinking Water Guidelines

AWD

Available Water Determination

Basin Plan

Basin Plan 2012, made under the Water Act 2007 of the Commonwealth

BLR

Basic Landholder Rights

CWAP

Critical Water Advisory Panel

DoI Water

Crown Lands and Water Division, NSW Department of Industry

DWMS

Drinking water management system

ECA

Environmental Contingency Allowance

EMPLAN

NSW State Emergency Management Plan

EPL

Environment Protection Licence

EWA

Environmental water allowance

IRG

Incident Response Guide

LWU

Local water utility

Minister

NSW Minister responsible for Water Resources (unless otherwise stated)

MER

Monitoring Evaluation and Reporting Plan

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage (NSW)

POEO Act

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (NSW)

RACC

Regional Algal Coordinating Committee

SAP

Stakeholder Advisory Panel

WMA

Water Management Act 2000

WQMP

Water Quality Management Plan

WRP

Water Resource Plan

WRPA

Water Resource Plan Area

WSP

Water Sharing Plan
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
Incident Response Guides (IRGs) outline the framework for managing extreme events for each
major water source in the NSW Murray-Darling Basin based on the principles outlined in the
NSW Extreme Events Policy. They provide a progressively expanding toolkit of approaches for
water managers to select from as an event becomes more severe. This balances the need to be
adaptive in response to changing circumstances, with the need for certainty, to improve longer
term planning.
This IRG for the surface water resources of the Water Resource Plan Area (WRPA) has been
developed to:


Meet the requirements under section 10.51 of the Basin Plan 2012



Support the statutory functions under sections 49A, 49B, 59, 60 and 324 of the Water
Management Act 2000 (WMA).

An extreme event is defined in the NSW Extreme Events Policy and in section 10.51 of the
Basin Plan 2012. It is typically either an incident or set of circumstances that risk the ability of
water sharing plan arrangements to deliver water of sufficient quantity and/or quality. In NSW,
an extreme dry period may include an extended period of low rainfall that leads to a severe
water shortage, such as the conditions during the Millennium drought. An extreme dry period
may also result from other types of events, such as the structural failure of a State-owned water
storage.
An extreme water quality event may include the following types of events:
 blackwater
 salinity
 water pollution
 blue-green algae outbreak
 low dissolved oxygen.
This IRG does not directly address flooding (except where it results in blackwater water quality
events) or other severe water-related events, which are managed separately. However, should
another type of event lead to a water shortage or trigger a water quality incident, then the IRG
would come into effect.

1.2 Legal and policy context
1.2.1 Statutory management functions
A range of key statutory functions applicable to extreme event management exist within the
NSW operating context. These are detailed in the NSW Extreme Events Policy. Any decision
made in accordance with this IRG must comply with the provisions of the WMA.
Unless a Water Sharing Plan (WSP) provides otherwise (which is/is not the case in this WRPA),
the priorities set out in Table 1-1, Table 1-2 and Table 1-3 apply to the distribution of water. The
water allocations for higher priority licences are to be diminished at a lesser rate than the water
allocations of lower priority licences.
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Table 1-1. Normal WMA take priority under sections 5(3), 58 and 60(1)
Take type/use

Water source and dependent ecosystems
Taking of water by persons exercising basic landholder rights

Priority

Highest priority

Local water utility access licences
Major utility access licences
Domestic and stock access licences

High

Regulated river (high security) access licences
All other forms of access licences, other than supplementary
water access licences

Low

Supplementary water access licences
Table 1-2. WMA take priority under section 60(3) and section 49A order
Take Type / Use



The taking of water for domestic purposes by persons exercising basic
landholder rights, and



The taking of water for domestic purposes or essential town services authorised
by an access licence

Needs of the environment


The taking of water for stock purposes by persons exercising basic landholder
rights, and



In the case of regulated rivers, the taking of water for purposes (other than
domestic purposes) authorised by a regulated river (high security) access
licence, and



The taking of water for the purposes of supply of commercial and industrial
activities authorised by a major utility access licence or local water utility access
licence, subject to the water made available being in accordance with any
drought management strategy established by the Minister for that purpose, and



The taking of water for the purposes of electricity generation authorised by a
major utility access licence (not applicable in this WRPA), and



The taking of water for purposes authorised by a domestic and stock access
licence or by persons exercising any other water rights in relation to stock, and



The taking of water for purposes authorised by a conveyance access licence in
connection with the supply of water for any other purpose or need referred to in
this paragraph (not applicable in this WRPA).

Taking of water for purposes authorised by any other category or subcategory of
access licence.
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Table 1-3. WMA take priority under section 60(3) and section 49B order
Take Type / Use


Meeting critical human water needs, which means the needs for a minimum amount
of water, that can only reasonably be provided from the Basin water resources,
required to meet:
(a) core human consumption requirements in urban and rural areas, and
(b) those non-human consumption requirements that a failure to meet would
cause prohibitively high social, economic or national security costs.

To the extent these are not critical human water needs:
 The taking of water for domestic purposes by persons exercising basic landholder
rights, and
 The taking of water for domestic purposes or essential town services authorised by
an access licence
Needs of the environment

Priority
First

Second

Third

To the extent these are not critical human water needs:
 The taking of water for stock purposes by persons exercising basic landholder
rights, and
 In the case of regulated rivers, the taking of water for purposes (other than domestic
purposes) authorised by a regulated river (high security) access licence, and
 The taking of water for the purposes of supply of commercial and industrial activities
authorised by a major utility access licence or local water utility access licence,
subject to the water made available being in accordance with any drought
management strategy established by the Minister for that purpose, and
 The taking of water for the purposes of electricity generation authorised by a major
utility access licence (not applicable in this WRPA), and
 The taking of water for purposes authorised by a domestic and stock access licence
or by persons exercising any other water rights in relation to stock, and
 The taking of water for purposes authorised by a conveyance access licence in
connection with the supply of water for any other purpose or need referred to in this
paragraph (not applicable in this WRPA).

Fourth

Taking of water for purposes authorised by any other category or subcategory of access
licence, to the extent these are not critical human water needs.

Fifth
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1.2.2 Relationship to other plans and processes
The IRG is intended to be a linking document that references other plans and processes
relevant to the management of extreme events in this WRPA. It must be consistent with NSW
and Commonwealth legislation and is informed by a range of other inputs. Figure 1-1 shows the
relationship between this IRG and other documents relevant to the WRPA.

Figure 1-1. Relationship of the IRG to other documents relevant to the WRP framework

1.3 Scope
1.3.1 Water sources
This IRG applies to the surface water resources of the WRPA. Groundwater is not specifically
covered by this IRG, other than where it has a role as a management response (alternative
supply) in extreme events. The extreme event management requirements of the Basin Plan
(section 0) focus on water availability and water quality. The management of flood events is not
part of this IRG.
The statutory Water Sharing Plans (WSPs) applying to the surface water resources in the WRPA
are the:
 Water Sharing Plan for the Regulated River Water Source
 Water Sharing Plan for the Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources

1.3.2 Critical human water needs
This IRG outlines how those surface water uses within the WRPA should be managed during
extreme events, in particular how critical human water needs can be met during these events to
support WRPs in meeting the requirements under section 10.51 of the Basin Plan 2012. Critical
human water needs are those surface water uses within WRPAs that have been assessed as a
core human consumption requirement or non-human consumption requirement that a failure to
meet would cause prohibitively high social, economic or national security costs, according to the
WMA section 60 (3C). Core non-human consumption requirements are determined on a case by
case basis and would need to consider survival or minimum water needs.
7
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This is summarised within the local context in Table 1-3. The colour coding represents the
relative priorities of these critical requirements, outlined in section 0. There is no particular
priority between the uses within each colour priority.
Table 1-3. Critical human water needs and critical environmental needs identified within the WRPA.
Use / Value

Water for towns and
essential human needs

Description

Type

Domestic supply and essential town
services by local water utilities

Human consumption core need
(urban)

Basic landholder rights domestic uses

Human consumption core need
(rural)

Environment

High economic and social costs
associated with impacts on:
 Ramsar listed wetlands and ability
to meet international treaty
obligations
 Water for significant other lagoons
and wetlands (Schedules 4 and 5
of the Water Sharing Plan)
Water for the environment as specified in:  Colonially nesting native bird
breeding
 Part 3 and clause 47 of the Water
 Environmental values in effluent
Sharing Plan
streams
 Part 4 of the Water Sharing Plan
 Threatened and important species,
in particular native fish populations
and habitat
 Invertebrates and other aquatic
species
 Aquatic ecosystem health
 Water related cultural and heritage
values

Water for stock

Delivered under BLR or access licences

High economic cost of carting water
for stock, moving stock, or destocking

Industrial and
Supply of commercial and industrial
commercial local water activities authorised by local water utility
utility supplies
access licence

High social and economic costs
associated with loss of economic
activity and employment in an urban
area

Water for uses
associated with
regulated river (high
security) access
licences

Regulated river (high security) access
licences.

High economic costs associated with
significant impact on uses dependent
on a secure water supply

Other

An access licence associated with
cultural, social justice, public health and
safety, and other community and social
benefits.
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‘impacted’ or temporary loss of
Aboriginal cultural or community
activities
 Other high social and community
safety costs
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1.3.3

Supply of Basic Landholder Rights

The WMA provides for certain basic landholder rights (BLR), including domestic and stock rights
and native title rights.
Section 52(1) of the WMA entitles an owner or occupier of a landholding to take water from any
river, estuary or lake to which the land has frontage, and to use that water for domestic
consumption and stock watering purposes, without the need for an access licence, water supply
work approval or water use approval (this is a BLR known as a domestic and stock right).
Section 55 of the WMA acknowledges the rights of Native Title holders to take and use water in
the exercise of Native Title rights. These domestic and stock rights and Native Title rights do
not, in themselves, oblige water managers to supply that water.
In unregulated rivers, where the flow in rivers is not controlled by headworks (dams etc.), if there
is no water in a river, then domestic and stock rights and Native Title rights access may not be
possible. The rules in water sharing plans are designed to protect the very low flows and
instream pools for domestic and stock rights, Native Title rights and environmental uses by
requiring other access licence holders to cease to pump when the flows are low or very low. In a
more persistent drought, there is little the water manager can do to protect domestic and stock
rights and Native Title rights. It is not uncommon in these circumstances that landholders obtain
water for domestic and stock purposes from other sources (e.g. rainwater tanks, on farm
storages, or carted water).
In regulated rivers, during drought, there are circumstances in which the constant delivery or
supply of water to meet domestic and stock rights and Native Title rights is highly inefficient, and
results in significant system losses, which in turn compromises supply to other high priority uses
(e.g. towns). In these circumstances, deliveries may be bulked up, resulting in only intermittent
access for domestic and stock rights and Native Title rights. In extreme circumstances, releases
for domestic and stock rights and Native Title rights requirements in the downstream end of the
system, or in downstream distributaries, may be ceased altogether, as the water would simply
be lost en route. These circumstances have occurred in the past, and landholders have had to
source water for domestic and stock purposes from other sources.

9
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2 Potential extreme events in the WRPA
2.1.1 Extreme event types, occurrence and risk
Risks to meeting the identified critical human water needs are identified in the WRP1, and its
associated Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP). Potential and past extreme events as
defined in section 10.51(1) of the Basin Plan are summarised in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1. Section 10.51(1) possible extreme event types in the WRPA context.
Event Type

Description



Severe
water
shortage





1



See Table 3-1 for detail.



Major infrastructure in the Murrumbidgee WRPA
includes Burrinjuck and Blowering Dams on the
Murrumbidgee and Tumut Rivers, six main weirs
along the Murrumbidgee River, an en-route
storage in the mid Murrumbidgee River at
Tombullen and numerous minor regulators. There
have been no failure or imminent failure events in
the WRPA.



There is a high risk to recreational water usage
from toxic algal blooms in Burrinjuck Reservoir
and in some lakes such as Lake Albert at Wagga
Wagga, Lake Wyangan at Griffith and Yanga
Lake near Balranald. The risk is generally low to
medium in the river itself



Hypoxic blackwater events resulting from the
inundation of floodplains during major flooding
events have occurred.



ECA water has been used by in the past to
prevent anoxic conditions in natural river or weir
pools during extended drought when there are
insufficient flows or after an extended dry period
when flows resume.



There is a potential risk of water body
contamination by toxicants or pathogens. This
may be due to agricultural or industrial practices
or accidents



The risk of water being unsuitable for irrigation
due to salinity is low to medium in the
Murrumbidgee WRP area.



No known water resource national security event
has occurred in the WRPA.



There have been no suspensions of statutory
WSPs in the WRPA within the last 50 years.

Infrastructure failure resulting
in water shortage such that
running the river continuously
can no longer be supported

Algal blooms within the WRPA



Low dissolved
oxygen/blackwater events in
the rivers of the WRPA



Spill/discharge of contaminants
into surface waters of the
WRPA



Salinity events



National security event



Event causing suspension of
WSP within the WRPA

Water
quality
events

Suspension
of WSP

Extreme dry period (drought)

WRPA Context - - actual event or risk

NSW Department of Industry. Murrumbidgee Surface Water Resource Plan, 2019
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3 Incident response framework and process
3.1 Criticality Stages
The response framework taken by the IRGs is consistent with the principles introduced in the
NSW Extreme Events Policy. In the case of a drought event, it involves progressively introducing
more stringent measures to support the highest priority needs as the event becomes more
critical. This supports principle five in the NSW Extreme Events Policy to maximize certainty in
water management.
Stage 1 is a precursor to a potential extreme event and normal management operations
continue during this stage. It includes situations where inflows are lower than usual or where
minor water quality incidents may have occurred or could occur if dry conditions continue.
Stage 2 is where it has become apparent that there is:
 an emerging water shortage or potential drought, characterised by an inability to deliver
100% of high priority account water and maximum expected use of general security,
under normal river operations practices
 an emerging water quality issue characterised by:
 the need for minor adjustments to treat raw water to the minimum quality required
for the intended use (minor cost), and
 water quality can still meet other established local values and uses
 indication through water quality monitoring of a potential threat to the aquatic
ecosystem.
Stage 3 is where there is:
 a severe drought and/or water shortage where only restricted high priority demands and
restricted remaining general security account water can be delivered
 a severe local water quality event to the extent that:
 major adjustments are needed to treat raw water to the minimum quality for the
conditions (major cost), and
 water quality cannot meet some established local values and uses
 water quality presents an immediate threat to aquatic ecosystems.
Stage 4 is where there is:
 a critical drought and/or water shortage where only restricted town water supply, stock
and domestic and other restricted high priority demands can be delivered
 a critical water quality event where one or more of the following applies:
 it is not possible to treat raw water with standard processes to meet health-related
values identified in the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines
 raw water is likely to remain untreatable over the longer term
 water quality is unable to meet most established local values and uses
 water quality is causing significant impact on aquatic ecosystems.
The general management approaches available during each stage are outlined below in Table
3-1
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Table 3-1. Stages of the IRG framework.
Water sharing plan approaches
Stage
based on
level of
risk

Agency/management approaches

Normal
Rules

Stage 1

Normal management operations - long
term planning, including drought security
planning.

In force

Stage 2

Operational adjustments may be required.
Emergency management readiness
implemented.
Inter-agency Critical Water Advisory Panel
for surface water sources established and
updated regularly (by WaterNSW) on water
quantity and quality conditions. Minister
advised.
Initial communications with potentially
affected communities and stakeholders.

In force

Stage 3

Adjustments to management operations.
Possibly
Emergency management on stand-by.
also in force
Critical Water Advisory Panel operational
and meeting for both groundwater and
surface water sources, with regular
Ministerial updates.
Communications with affected communities
and stakeholders increased.

In force

Possibly
activated

Stage 4

Normal operations untenable or require
modification, emergency management
activated.
State agency/regional response
implemented if required/triggered.
Critical Water Advisory Panel maintained,
with regular Ministerial updates.
Regular communications with affected
communities and stakeholders increased.

In force

In force

Contingency /
Operational
Measures

Suspension of
parts of a water
sharing plan

Possibly
activated

Note that the stages outlined in Table 3-1 and section 4 for this IRG are not aligned with or
related to local government water restriction levels. The stages refer to increasing criticality of a
water quality or shortage event in the WRPA as a whole. Measures in this IRG may affect the
total amount of water made available to a town and village. However, it is the responsibility of
the water service provider (local government or supply authority) to manage access to that
available water within the town or village consistent with their established demand and drought
management processes.

3.2 Critical Water Advisory Panel and stakeholder
input
The information in Table 1-3 is designed to be guiding, not binding, and flexibility in the
prioritisation of water allocation and/or access during extreme conditions may be required as
recommended in principle six of the NSW Extreme Events Policy. To deliberate further in
specific WRPAs, a Critical Water Advisory Panel (CWAP or the Panel) will be convened at Stage
2 of the criticality levels (section 3.1). The objective of this Panel is to ensure that advice on
priorities comes from a local contextual basis, while maintaining consistency with the
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requirements of the WMA 2000 (section 0). Of particular focus for the Panel will be early,
appropriate, and broad communications with potentially affected parties, and on bringing local
area perspectives to the selection of management response measures (see section 4). This
supports principle seven in the NSW Extreme Events Policy to promote equitable management
through stakeholder consultation.
The purpose of a CWAP is clearly defined in a Terms of Reference with its key role to provide
advice to the Department of Industry — Water on appropriate response measures and criticality
levels. Depending on the event, members of this Panel will include (but not be limited to)
representatives from:


Department of Industry



WaterNSW



Environment Protection Authority



Department of Primary Industries - Agriculture



Office of Environmental and Heritage



Department of Primary Industries - Fisheries



NSW Health – Water Unit



Department of Premier & Cabinet



Local Land Services



Local Government

Other members or observers may be invited as appropriate, and/or expert technical advice
sought.
The Department of Industry — Water will consider advice provided by the CWAP and any other
relevant inputs. Recommendations will then be developed and presented with evidence for
decision by the appropriate decision maker.
A CWAP communications and engagement plan outlines how it will communicate and engage
with external stakeholders and affected parties, including local councils and other water supply
authorities, Aboriginal communities, environmental groups and other water users. Opportunities
to use existing engagement mechanisms, such as WaterNSW Customer Advisory Groups
(CAGs) will also be evaluated. The plan also describes the approach to information sharing,
confidentiality, handling market sensitive information and transparency.
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4 Management responses
Details for the WRPA, in terms of events, their criticality and the management response toolkit,
are shown in Table 4-1 (quantity events), Table 4-2 (quality events for human needs) and Table 33 (quality events for aquatic ecosystems). These tables are the key elements of this
Murrumbidgee Surface Water IRG.

4.1 General approach
Management responses will be guided by the type of event – particularly for water quality
events, which can be varied and which are often managed by parties other than DoI Water,
(Appendix A). If a water quality event triggers the State Emergency & Rescue Management Act
1989, the processes and responses specified in that Act will prevail.
The management responses in Table 4-1, Error! Reference source not found. and Table 3-3
constitute options for consideration by the resource managers and the CWAP when
convened, and are consistent with the statutory priorities and approaches set out in section 0.
The NSW Extreme Events Policy sets out a number of general principles for managing extreme
events that are reflected in this incident response guide. The following three principles aim to
maximise certainty for water users to facilitate their forward planning and risk management:


Every attempt will be made to maintain the operation of the statutory water sharing plans



The Government will expect water access licence holders to use the water market to
manage their own supply shortage risks in all but extreme circumstances (evidence of
actual or imminent market failure)



In all but very extreme circumstances, restricted access will apply at the access licence
‘category’ or ‘sub-category’ level. Available water determinations for one or more individual
access licences (as provided for under s.59(1)(b) of the WMA) will only be used as a last
resort.

These response measures must also be balanced against the need to implement fit-for-purpose
strategies. The statutory priorities for water access rights outlined in section 1 will apply if water
access needs to be reduced in response to an extreme event. To be clear, higher priority access
rights will be reduced to a lesser extent than lower priority access rights. This does not mean
that higher priority rights must be satisfied in full prior to making water available to lower priority
rights. It does mean, however, that higher priority rights cannot be reduced to the same extent
as, or more than, lower priority access rights.
Connectivity between water sources should be considered by resource managers and the
CWAP when convened, to ensure water is available to meet critical human water needs in
connected systems during an extreme event. The IRG is designed to accommodate any
learnings from previous extreme events and will be periodically reviewed, as described in
Section 4.

4.2 Water shortage assessment
4.2.1 Regulated rivers
Water shortage criticality in regulated rivers is assessed through a resource assessment process
undertaken by WaterNSW and reviewed by DoI Water.
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This regular process for the assessment of resources in a regulated river system includes an
analysis of how much water could be delivered under various climatic scenarios. These
planning assessments are usually a month-by-month analysis of the future volumes of water in
the major storages over the critical planning period in each regulated river system, assuming
certain inflows, patterns of water use, and transmission losses.
The resource assessment should include at least the following two scenarios to guide an overall
determination of the criticality of any potential water supply shortfall:


a resource assessment scenario based on the commencement of the lowest inflows on
record as at 2004, (normally required for the purpose of announcing allocations under the
WSP), and



a critical planning scenario based on the application of contingency measures as set out in
this Incident Response Guide.

The critical planning period for the regulated river system is two years, consistent with the lowest
inflow sequence experienced during the 1936-41 period. Management of access in the WRPA
has not, to date, exceeded Stage 2 criticality (yellow).

4.2.2 Unregulated rivers
In the unregulated parts of the WRPA, where the flow in rivers is not controlled by headworks
(dams etc.), state water managers have no ability to guarantee access for high priority uses
such as for local water utilities (LWUs), BLRs (including Native Title rights) and the environment.
That said, some LWUs have relatively small in-stream dams that prolong their supply or have
access to groundwater. The cease to pump rules also do not apply to BLR users, providing
them, and environmental assets and values, with a higher-level priority of access from instream
pools. In addition, landholders in most unregulated areas can harvest 10% of the rainfall runoff
from the property by constructing small dams on minor streams on their land. This harvestable
right helps landholders to secure their own domestic and stock requirements. In more extreme
drought circumstances, it is not uncommon that landholders obtain water for domestic and stock
purposes from other sources (e.g. rainwater tanks, on other larger (licensed) on-farm storages,
or carted water).

4.3 Water quality events
Table 4-2 outlines the potential measures for application if an event causes the surface water in
all or part of a WRPA to be of insufficient quality to meet critical human water needs and other
established local values and uses. Table 3-3 outlines the potential measures for a water quality
event impacting aquatic ecosystem health.
Water quality event management in NSW is the responsibility of a wide variety of organisations,
including NSW State agencies, NSW local government and the Murray Darling Basin Authority
(only for those events within the Murray-Darling Basin). The NSW EPA is the primary regulatory
authority of water pollution activities. In most other cases, the regulatory authority is the relevant
local council. WaterNSW is responsible for implementing management strategies throughout
their areas of operation. DoI Water and the Office of Environment and Heritage contribute to
water quality management through the development of Water Quality Management Plans and
Long Term Watering Plans respectively, within the Murray-Darling Basin.
Non-specific water pollution events include algal (cyanobacteria) blooms, low dissolved oxygen
levels (blackwater), cold water pollution, high turbidity and salinity. These water quality events
may require a multi-agency response and often include issue-specific groups such as the State
Algal Advisory Group established to manage algal blooms. Where such events present a high
risk, they are identified as objectives in the relevant Water Quality Management Plan.
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Table 4-2 and 3-3 includes only management responses that relate directly to the availability of
water for use consistent with the Basin Plan and NSW water sharing plans, and the impact that
water quality events may have on this water availability. It does not include actions undertaken
by the EPA under the relevant environmental protection legislation, including pollution control
mechanisms and declarations of significantly contaminated land. Water quality criticality will
typically be evidenced by:


Water quality event reporting to the EPA



Exceedance of Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 2011 values as specified in LWUs’
Drinking Water Management Systems



Water quality sampling and analysis that reveals a potential risk to water quality, for
example unusual levels of:
o cyanobacteria cell counts or biovolume and toxins and odour compounds
o Salinity sampling and analysis
o dissolved oxygen or stratification
o pH
o salinity
o heavy metals
o organic compounds
o nitrates
o other known contaminants, etc.

4.4 Returning to standard management practices
following an extreme event
As conditions improve, a conservative, risk-based approach will be taken when making
decisions to conclude measures that were implemented during stages 2 to 4. This is to ensure
that de-escalation does not exacerbate conditions and cause a need for the decision to be
reversed. Consultation with key stakeholders is expected to occur prior to any decision being
made. Providing certainty to the market is also a key consideration.
For water quantity, a decision to de-escalate measures to lower stages will be made only where
supply of account water will not be prejudiced for a period of 12 months. A return to stage 1
(normal operations) to recommence suspended water sharing plan provisions earlier than at the
end of the water year will be made by the Minister for Regional Water with the concurrence of
the Minister for the Environment. All other decisions may be made by the Executive Director,
Water.
For water quality, a return to standard operations will occur when raw water is able to be
effectively treated with the usual methods, the water quality is able to meet other established
local values and uses and indicators are back within normal range for aquatic ecosystem health.
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Table 4-1. IRG criticality matrix and management responses for extreme water quantity events within the WRPA.
Criticality

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility2

Event: Potential for water resource of insufficient quantity to meet
critical human water needs
Stage 1
Can deliver all critical
human water needs,
all other high security
entitlements, and
deliver all general
security account water
over the critical
planning period, under
normal river operations
practices.

DoI Water and WaterNSW:
Resource assessment
 Maintain WSP rules for distribution of access
planning scenarios set out in
 Planning under Regional Water Strategy
cl.20 of the Water NSW Water
Supply Work Approval for the LWUs:
Regulated River Water
 Long term water security and emergency/drought contingency planning as part of IWCM
Source.
strategy

DoI Water and WaterNSW:

Stage 2

Resource assessment worstcase scenario indicates
Unable to deliver
potential future failure to
100% of high priority
water and all general supply water in accounts
security account water without any operational
measures in the current water
over the critical
planning period, under year to reduce transmission
normal river operations losses.
practices.



Maintain WSP rules for distribution of access



In consultation with water users and CWAP, progressively introduce measures to reduce
transmission losses:
o use of block deliveries commencing with the least efficient parts of the regulated system.
o ‘Piggybacking’ replenishment flows and delivery of environmental water with other water
orders and tributary inflows.
o Shorten period of regulated releases for on-demand delivery.



Schedule implementation of works and measures as appropriate under the Regional Water
Strategy

LWUs:


2

Measures in italics have been employed in the past.
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Criticality

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility2

DoI Water and WaterNSW, in consultation with water users and CWAP:

Stage 3
Only able to deliver
restricted high priority
demands and
restricted remaining
general security
account water.

Resource assessment worstcase planning scenarios
indicates potential future
failure to supply water in
accounts without further
contingency measures in the
current water year to reduce
transmission losses.



Maintain and progressively increase system operation adjustments, e.g. Block deliveries,
‘piggybacking’ replenishment flows, etc.



Temporary arrangements that restrict maximum take and/or carryover under GS access
licences Restricting take under supplementary water access licences in the WRPA



S.324 WMA order restricting take under unregulated river access licences in the WRPA.



If necessary, temporary arrangements that limit the AWD for high priority access licences to
<100% consistent with the priorities outlined in section 1.



If necessary, S.49A suspension of cl.14 of the regulated river WSP, with temporary
arrangements that limit the take of stored ECA water, to provide for essential human needs in
the event of a worsening of drought conditions (red below).



Commence implementation of works and measures as appropriate under the Regional Water
Strategy

LWUs:


Continue accelerated implementation of the IWCM Strategy measures, commence
implementation of demand-side emergency/drought contingency response plan measures, and
continue readiness planning of supply-side emergency measures

DoI Water and WaterNSW, in consultation with water users and CWAP, in addition to Stage 3 (orange)
measures:

Stage 4
Only able to deliver
restricted TWS, S&D
and other restricted
critical human water
needs.
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Resource assessment worst
case planning assessment
indicates that normal demands
for higher security licences
cannot be met.
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Temporary structures (e.g. earth weirs/block banks to store water more efficiently in the deeper
river channels).



Suspension of access to water in accounts (in addition to measures in Stage 3):
o Possible use of s.59(1)(b) to prioritise water for regulated river (high security) access for
permanent plantings over other regulated river (high security) access.
o If necessary, S.324 WMA order restricting surface water take by LWUs for commercial
purposes.
o If necessary, S.324 WMA order restricting take under domestic and stock access licences
for stock purposes licences in the WRPA.
o S.331 WMA restrictions on BLR access, either generally, or in accordance with Reasonable
Use Guidelines (s.336B WMA)
o If necessary, S.49A and/or s. 49B suspension of cl.13(c) of the regulated river WSP, with
temporary arrangements that allow taking of tributary flows for BLR domestic purposes and

Murrumbidgee Incident Response Guide (supporting the Murrumbidgee Water Resource Plan)

Criticality

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility2

o

o

LWU domestic and essential town services.
S.49A and/or s. 49B suspension of cl.14 of the regulated river WSP, with temporary
arrangements that allow stored ECA water to be used, if necessary for BLR domestic
purposes and LWU domestic and essential town services.
Full implementation of works and measures as appropriate under the Regional Water
Strategy

LWUs:
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Table 4-2. IRG criticality matrix and management responses for extreme water quality events within the WRPA
Criticality level

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility

Event: Water resource of insufficient quality to meet
essential human water needs / established local values and uses
Stage 1

Measures in Appendix A as appropriate for water quality events, including salinity and algal
management framework measures.

Raw water able to be
treated under normal
process conditions
Water quality able to
meet other established
local values and uses

Stage 2
Raw water able to be
treated with some
adjustments to process
conditions
Water quality able to
meet other established
local values and uses

Stage 3
Raw water able to be
treated with major
adjustments to process
conditions

DoI Water and WaterNSW:


Maintain WSP rules for distribution of access



Ongoing monitoring of water quality in storages and rivers

Algal management triggers



Register/mapping of risks to surface water quality by LWUs and EPA

LWUs’ Drinking Water
Management System
ADWG values
Type of treatment process
train in place

LWUs:

Water quality event reporting

Water quality sampling and
analysis:
- cyanobacteria cell counts or
biovolume and toxins and
odour compounds
- Salinity sampling and
analysis
- DO
- pH
- salinity
- known contaminants etc.

Water quality unable to
meet some established
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Ongoing monitoring and improvement of Quality Assurance Program –Drinking Water
Management System (DWMS) under the NSW Public Health Act 2010 and Public Health
Regulation 2012.



Report any pollution incidents to DoI Water and EPA



Deploy additional treatment processes as required

Others:


EPA reporting to DoI Water of any:
 Pollution incidents reported under the POEO Act
 EPLs in the water sources with the potential to impact on surface water quality.

Measures in Appendix A as appropriate for water quality events, including salinity and algal
management framework measures.
As for above criticality levels, and in addition:
DoI Water and WaterNSW:


Apply WMA s.324 orders restricting or prohibiting water take if necessary in affected areas



Notify access licence holders and BLR users if necessary in affected areas of potential

Murrumbidgee Incident Response Guide (supporting the Murrumbidgee Water Resource Plan)

Criticality level

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility

local values and uses

water quality issues
LWUs:


Major process adjustments if required, and in consultation with DoI Water and DoH



Commence implementation of demand-side Emergency/drought contingency response
plan measures and implement supply-side emergency measures

Measures in Appendix A as appropriate for water quality events, including salinity and algal
management framework measures.
Stage 4

As for above criticality levels, and in addition:

Raw water:
 Unable to be treated
with current process
train, to meet ADWG
health-related values

DoI Water, WaterNSW and OEH, if appropriate:

 Likely to remain
untreatable over the
longer term



Strategic direction of environmental portion of supplementary flows into water quality
affected areas
LWUs and others:

Water quality unable to
meet most established
local values and uses



Commence implementation of the water treatment measures in the IWCM Strategy and
review and enhance implementation of demand-side emergency/drought contingency
response plan, and full implementation of supply-side emergency measures.



Activate provisions of the Essential Services Act 1988 and the State Emergency and
Rescue Management Act 1989 as required therein.
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Use of ECA to flush regulated river system if appropriate



Restricting take under supplementary water access licences in all or part of the WRPA with
use of freshes as required for water quality improvement
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Table 4-3. IRG criticality matrix and management responses for extreme ecological water quality events within the WRPA.
Criticality

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility3

Event: Potential for water resource of insufficient quality to maintain
ecosystems
Stage 1
Water quality monitoring All indicators within
shows indicators within normal/tolerable ranges:
DO above 4 mg/l through full
normal range.
profile in weirs.

DoI Water and WaterNSW:


Maintain WSP rules for distribution of access



Ongoing monitoring of water quality in storages and rivers and regular distribution of results.

Weirs:


Forecast heatwave
conditions and low
flows are expected to
cause stratification.



Weir pools begin to
stratify



Weir pool stratification
coinciding with low
dissolved oxygen (<4)
recorded in the lower
water column (>1m
depth; site
dependent).

Stage 2
Water quality monitoring
has detected conditions
which indicate a potential
threat to the aquatic
ecosystem
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anticipated to cause
destratification.
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DoI Water, WaterNSW, OEH, DPI Fisheries as required:


Implement the Rapid Response Monitoring Strategy



Water NSW Circulate water quality data to all CWAP representatives



Review water quality data, weir pool and river operations and recommend actions to avoid
progression to Stage 3.



Consider use of Water Quality Allowance (where provided for in WSP)



Communicate decisions with EWAGs.
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Criticality

Evidence Base for Criticality

Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility3

Hypoxic blackwater :


Forecast rainfall,
inflows and storage
levels predict
unregulated, overbank
flows that will inundate
dry floodplain

Weirs:


Stage 3

Weirs destratified; low
number fish kills
reported; Low DO <2
mg/litre in upper water
column in weir pools.
DoI Water, WaterNSW, OEH, DPI Fisheries as required:

Water quality presents
an immediate threat to Hypoxic blackwater:
aquatic ecosystems.
 DO <2 mg/litre and
Urgent management
water temperature >25
response is required to
degrees Celsius
avoid fish death or
similar event of high
ecological implications. All :



Stage 4
Water quality is
causing significant
impact on aquatic
ecosystems with
23





Continue implementation of Rapid Response Strategy. Adaptation of strategy as required.



Advise on management of WQ allowance if available in the WSP.



Advise on management of operational water and weirs to improve water quality



Water NSW manage consumptive deliveries to improve water quality



Determine appropriate refuge habitat for environmental water application. Apply environmental
water if allocations availability permits.

Extreme ambient
temperature variations
Weather forecasts
indicate water quality
is likely to deteriorate
further.
On ground
observations by
trained agency
personnel confirming
public
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DoI Water, WaterNSW, OEH, DPI Fisheries as required:


As above, plus



Initiate management strategies to mitigate against further fish death or catastrophic outcomes
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Criticality

potentially catastrophic
outcomes. – action is
required to minimise or
mitigate against further
mass fish death

Evidence Base for Criticality

concerns/reports
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Fish kills reported by
agency personnel
(DPI Fisheries,
WNSW, DOIW,
CEWO, MDBA).
Weather forecasts
indicate water quality
is likely to deteriorate
further
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Management Response Toolkit Options and Responsibility3



Review release of operational water, and supply additional resources



Review weir management and draw down as required.



Provide refuge with environmental water where possible.
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5 IRG evaluation and review
The IRG evaluation framework outlined in Figure 1-1 will be used to assess the effectiveness of
IRGs and to inform IRG reviews. The evaluation framework follows a program logic approach that is
consistent with NSW Government Program Evaluation Guidelines and other DoI Water MER
frameworks. The IRGs will be reviewed every 5 years consistent with review of the NSW Extreme
Events Policy, or earlier if specified triggers are reached. IRG evaluation findings are relevant to
DoI Water annual Basin Plan reporting against Schedule 12, Matter 13.
Under the Basin Plan and individual WRPs, it is the formal responsibility of DoI Water to monitor
new scientific knowledge relevant to the likelihood of extreme events of a kind referred to in section
10.51(1) of the Basin Plan. It is also DoI Water’s formal responsibility to consider if the water
resources in a WRPA should be managed differently as a result of the new information.
To this end, DoI Water, in consultation with the relevant CWAP will review IRGs after significant
incidents (in accordance with principle eight of the NSW Extreme Events Policy) or when other
improvement opportunities are identified, such as:


Through any applicable surface water or groundwater monitoring, evaluation and reporting
plan or relevant strategy.



If there are significant changes to water infrastructure or water savings measures.

In addition, DoI Water will undertake a review of IRGs in concert with any review of the water
sharing plans for surface or groundwater sources applicable in the relevant WRPA, or of the
relevant WRP. Evaluation findings will be taken into consideration during IRG reviews.

Appropriateness

Evaluate IRG
content
Does the Incident Response
Guide clearly describe goals
and a logical pathway to
deliver outcomes during
extreme events?

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Evaluate IRG
implementation
Was the Incident Response
Guide implemented efficiently
and as intended?

Evaluate IRG
adequacy

Did the Incident Response
Guide produce the intended
social, environmental, and
economic outcomes during
extreme events?

Report
evaluation
findings
Consider evaluation findings in
Incident Response Guide
reviews at predetermined
review triggers.

Figure 5-1. IRG evaluation and review framework

A key feature of the evaluation framework is flexibility which allows assessment effort to be varied
according to event type and severity. The extent of IRG evaluation will be determined by the
occurrence, scale and intensity of extreme events during the review period. Evaluation will only
progress through the framework if evidence is available to assess the framework stage.
Effectiveness evaluation will only occur if both appropriateness and efficiency stages are
completed. This approach avoids unnecessary review of IRG content and ensures findings are only
made when adequate evidence is available. For example evaluation will be restricted to assessing
IRG appropriateness if no triggers to implement measures under the IRG have occurred during the
review period.
Evaluation in this context is a systematic, evidence-based review of IRG success in meeting critical
human water needs during extreme events. Identification of factors that enable or restrict the
achievement of desired outcomes is also considered. A series of questions are used to evaluate
each framework stage; examples are provided in Appendix D. Questions may be restricted or
extended according to required evaluation effort.
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Appendix A. NSW extreme event
operating context and relevant plans
A range of instruments exist within NSW that have relevance for the management of extreme water
quantity and quality events. Some of these instruments specify the development and
implementation of statutory plans or systems. The information below summarises those instruments
of relevance to this IRG.
Instrument

Best Practice
Management
Guidelines
(Local
Government
Act 1993
(NSW), S.
409(6)(a))

Event
Relevance

Water quantity
and quality

Summary

Plan or other Obligation Responsibility4

Administered by Crown Lands
and Water Division, Department
of Industry (DoI Water), sets out
best practice long-term water
security, water quality &
emergency response
contingency planning and
management and expectations Integrated Water Cycle
of LWUs.
Management Strategy
Includes:
Emergency/Drought


30-year strategy for supply- Contingency
Management Plan
demand measures.



Trigger points for drought
water restrictions.



Identification of
contingencies to ensure
water supply system does
not run out of water.

LWU

Sets out monitoring and
management measures and
alerts for toxic and nuisance
algae. Includes general and
specific guidance:

State Algal
Management
Framework

Water quality



Guidelines to management
response to freshwater,
marine and estuarine
harmful algal blooms:
Procedures for monitoring,
application of alert levels
and communications, (DPI
Water 2016)

Relevant
RACC
WaterNSW

Guidelines to management
response to harmful algal
blooms: plans developed for
each valley

Dams Safety
Act 2015

Water quantity

Management of prescribed
dams.

Owner of
Dam Safety Emergency
prescribed
Plan
dam

Essential
Services Act

Water quality

Applies to those services

Links to EMPLAN

4

For plan implementation and revision.
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Instrument

1988

Event
Relevance

Water quantity

Summary

Plan or other Obligation Responsibility4

classified as essential including:


Supply or distribution of
water.



Regulation of bulk water
supply by the Water
Administration Ministerial
Corporation in the
exercise of its rights to the
control, use and flow of
water.

event

Important for:

Protection of
the
Environment
Water quality
Operations Act (environment)
1997

Contaminated
Land
Management
Act 1997 and
Regulation

Public Health
Act 2010
Public Health
Regulation
2012

Water quality



Licensing and compliance.



Incident response
management.



The requirement to
publish and/or make
pollution monitoring data
available.



The requirement for
organisations and
individuals to report
pollution incidents.

Environment Protection
Licence
Licence
Holder (LWU
Pollution Incident
Response Management or other)
Plans

Declaration and management of Plans of Management,
contaminated lands, including
management and
responsibilities, assessment of maintenance orders.
contamination and the
supervision of the investigation
and management of
contaminated sites

The Public Health Act 2010
along with the Public Health
Regulation 2012 (Clause 34A),
require water suppliers to
implement and adhere to a
Water quality
‘quality assurance program’
(drinking water)
consistent with the Framework
for Management of Drinking
Water Quality in the Australian
Drinking Water Guidelines
(2011).

EPA and
‘owner’

Quality Assurance
Program – interpreted
practically as a Drinking LWU
Water Management
System

State-wide Emergency
Management Plan or
EMPLAN
State
Emergency
and Rescue
Management
Act 1989
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Overarching
(general, can
include
environment,
public health)

Subordinate plans:
Management of imminent or
actual emergencies.
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Energy and Utilities Depends on
Services
event
Supporting Plan



Engineering
Services
Supporting Plan



Environmental
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Instrument

Event
Relevance

Summary

Plan or other Obligation Responsibility4

Services
Supporting Plan
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Health Services
Supporting Plan
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Appendix B. Supplementary information
The entire Murrumbidgee WRPA is shown in Figure B 1, and includes the regulated Murrumbidgee
River, regulated Yanco, Colombo, and Billabong Creeks system, as well as the unregulated rivers
within the area. Section B1 of this Appendix provides supplementary information on the regulated
rivers in the WRPA

Figure B-1: Murrumbidgee Water Resource Plan Area

B.1 Water Shortage in the Murrumbidgee WRPA
The Murrumbidgee is one of the longer rivers in Australia, that receives water from a large natural
catchment around Canberra and the south-west slopes of NSW as well as from the Snowy
Mountains hydro-electric scheme (the Snowy Scheme). The hydrology of the Murrumbidgee
River, like many rivers in Australia, is highly variable, with long periods of low flows interspersed
with infrequent flood flows. However, the valley’s predominantly winter-spring inflows are much
more reliable than valleys further to the north within the Murray-Darling basin. The Murrumbidgee
supplies private water users along the regulated river system and two large governmentconstructed (now privatised) irrigation canal schemes - the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, and the
Coleambally Irrigation Area. The Murrumbidgee River is characterised by long travel times, as well
as a major effluent creek system (the Yanco Creek system) that flows away from the
Murrumbidgee River to the south, and an extensive area of floodplain wetlands and forests below
Hay, known as Lowbidgee.
There are two main headworks storages at Burrinjuck Dam and Blowering Dam, and one small
en-route storage (Tombullen) at the top of the Coleambally Irrigation Area. In addition, there are
six large weirs along the Murrumbidgee River that provide re-regulation of flows and diversion
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into major irrigation canals, and a number of smaller in-stream weirs along the Yanco Creek
system.

Figure B-2: Murrumbidgee regulated river system

The Snowy Mountains hydro-electric scheme (the Scheme) has a Required Annual Release
(RAR) of 1,026 GL, less a volume of up to 160 GL of water that contributes to environmental
releases to the Snowy River. The reduction to RAR each year is equivalent to water savings in
the previous water year from various projects implemented in the Murrumbidgee Valley since
2004. Typically, the Scheme provides between 800 and 1,000 GL of inflows each year that,
together with the minimum natural inflows to the Murrumbidgee Valley, is sufficient to provide
for critical needs.
Total licensed entitlements on the Murrumbidgee regulated river are just under 2,706GL 5, plus
about 946GL of supplementary water access licence. The combined storage volume of
Blowering and Burrinjuck Dams of 2,516 gigalitres (GL) is slightly lower than the total licensed
entitlements (excluding supplementary access). However, the long-term average use of water in
the valley is significantly lower than the total licensed entitlement, with a Long-Term Average
Annual Extraction Limit under the current water sharing plan of 1,925 GL/year. This, in
combination with reliable natural inflows and assured releases from the Snowy Scheme, have
resulted in allocations to LWU, domestic and stock, and high security licences that have
historically been very secure
The key high priority water needs are:
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1.7 GL of domestic and stock basic landholder rights (estimated),
43.6 GL of Local Water Utility (LWU) and High Security with a subcategory of town
water supply (HS TWS) licences, with a typical use of 19 GL/year6,
35 GL of Domestic and Stock (D&S) licences, widely distributed through the system, and
359.4 GL of High Security (HS) licences, supporting permanent plantings and other
high value agriculture.
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Figure B-3: Murrumbidgee regulated river access rights

The millennium drought, stretching from 2002 to 2010, was the longest and most severe
drought recorded in the Murrumbidgee Valley, with the lowest annual inflows recorded
(2006/07), and the lowest seven year period of inflows on record from 2002 to 2010. This
period is most severe drought in the Murrumbidgee Valley and for the Snowy Scheme has
experienced, and resulted in the development of a number of new contingency measures that
have been included in this Incident Response Guide.
In 2006, at the height of the millennium drought, the inflows to the Snowy Scheme fell below
the previously recorded minimums (1938-45) upon which the volume of RAR from the Snowy
Scheme was set. This meant that the Snowy Scheme was not able to provide the RAR in
2006/07 for the first time since the Scheme was completed (1974).
Transmission losses associated with water delivery in the Murrumbidgee valley have also
been shown to be highly variable in times of extreme drought, with transmission losses
increasing through the earlier years of the millennium drought to reach a new record in
2005/06. The current regular resource assessment process allows for these increased
transmission losses, and work is also being undertaken to better understand the long-term
surface-groundwater interaction in the valley.
Whilst allocations to licences continue to be made based on the (previous) lowest inflows on
record as at the commencement of the original regulated water sharing plan, this new period of
historic low inflows is taken into account (along with potential contingency measures) in the
regular planning assessments that are used to guide management of the regulated system.
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During the millennium drought, the WSP was suspended (November 2006 - September 2011),
during which time a range of contingency measures were identified, with most taking the
following forms:


as a first priority, reducing flows to less efficient parts of the regulated system,
including lower flows into the Yanco Creek system and increasing the draw-down of
weir pools along the Murrumbidgee River, and reducing or suspending allocations of
water:
o
o



suspending access to water in general security access licence accounts
where water requirements were significantly lower than the volume of
entitlement, reduced allocations to higher priority licence categories, and
suspension of environmental flow rules:
o ceasing translucent and transparent releases from the major storages,
o suspending access to Environmental Water Accounts, and
o reducing end of system flows below the targets set out in the WSP.

The Murrumbidgee river is also considered part of the Murray system as one of its key
tributaries. The millennium drought highlighted a need for collective arrangements to manage
drought in the Murray system, and these arrangements are now embodied in the MDB
Agreement, with the inclusion of a new Schedule H to the Agreement. These new provisions
require NSW and Victoria to maintain a conveyance reserve (currently 225 GL), and set out 3
tiers of operation:


tier 1 - all states can meet critical human water needs under normal operation



tier 2 - normal operation cannot ensure collective conveyance requirements, and



tier 3 - at least one state cannot provide critical human water needs and emergency
management by the Ministerial Council is required that includes the potential for
negotiation of “advances” between states.

Tier 2 best reflects the situation at the height of the millennium drought. For more information
refer to the MDBA website, and particularly the document ‘Guideline on the triggers and
processes for moving between water sharing tiers’

B.2 Water supply for Towns
Two supply authorities, Goldenfields Water7 and Riverina Water County Council8 (RWCC)
supply many towns and villages in the WRPA.
The Goldenfields supply system and towns/villages supplied is shown in Figure B 4. The main
surface water take is fom the Murrumbidgee River near Jugiong, with an entitlement of
5,590ML/yr. Apart from the small, non-potable supply at Hylands Bridge, the rest of the scheme
water is obtained from groundwater, with the majority of this (about 6,000ML/yr) authorised from
the Gumly Gumly bores at Oura, just east of Wagga Wagga. Total demand from the Goldenfields
system is estimated at 6,220ML/yr, making the system a very reliable one
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Figure B-4: Goldenfields Water supply system
(Source: http://www.gwcc.nsw.gov.au - accessed 20/12/17)

The RWCC supplies from its regional scheme a population of about 70,000 people, with a
current demand of just over 14,500ML/yr. It also owns and operates several independent
supply systems servicing smaller communities. Most of these are based on groundwater
supply with the exception of Morundah, Rand, Urana, and Walbundrie. The supply system
is shown in Figure B 5. RWCC hold entitlements to 7818ML/yr of regulated river water,
and just 70ML/yr of unregulated river water.

Figure B-5: Riverina Water Country Council Water Supply System
(Source: https://www.rwcc.nsw.gov.au - accessed 20/12/17)
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Murrumbidgee Irrigation supplies regulated surface water to the towns and villages of
Griffith, Yenda, Goolgowi, Rankin Springs, Leeton, Yanco, Wamoon, Whitton and Murrami.
Colleambally Irrigation supplies the town of Colleambally.

Table B 4-1 shows the other surface water dependent towns and villages in the Murrumbidgee
WRPA, the surface water entitlements held for these by the service providers, and the source/s
from which the water is taken. Groundwater entitlements for these towns and villages, which
can be an important backup supply during drought times, is shown in red. A ‘risk’
categorisation is also applied, which indicates the risk to the town or village supply of reduced
allocations during dry times. It can be seen that the effect of allocation reductions will vary
depending on the current entitlement to demand ratio, as entitlements for some towns and
villages have entitlements significantly in excess of their current demands, and in others
entitlements are more closely aligned with demand.
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Table B 1: Local Water Utility entitlements and demand in the Murrumbidgee WRPA
Council / Provider

Town/village

Supply Source

Details

(Ph number)
Balranald SC

Entitlement
(ML/yr)

460



55

40



1250

830



2807

1170



500

500

510



Intake on regulated river WS

200

3200

2140



LM GW

Bores adjacent to
Murrumbidgee River

3000

M RR

Bulk supply from
Murrumbidgee Irrigation.

19,800

M RR

Intake on regulated river WS

1300

Carathool

M RR

Intake on regulated river WS

5

LM GW

Lower Murrumbidgee
alluvium

50

M RR

Intake on regulated river WS

1250

Hay SC

M RR

Intake on regulated river WS

2805

(Ph: 02 6990 1100)

LL GW

Lower Lachlan alluvial bore

2

M RR

Intake on Billabong Ck

M RR

Carathool SC
(Ph: 02 6965 1900)

Gundagai SC
(Ph: 02 6940 2100)

Jerilderie SC

Gundagai

Jerilderie

Demand 2014 Future likely
(approx ML/yr) demand trend

1300

Balranald

(Ph: 03 5020 1300)

Total
Entitlement
(ML/yr)

(Ph: 1300 676243)
Narrandera SC
(Ph: 02 6959 5510)

Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Ltd

35

Narrandera

Leeton, Yanco,
Wamoon, Whitton
& Murrami,
Griffith, Yenda,
Goolgowi &
Rankin Springs
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Snowy Monaro RC

Cooma

MUR&A

(Ph: 1300 345 345)
Bredbo
LFB MDB
Snowy Valleys
Council (Ph: (02)
6941 2555)

Yass Valley
Council

MUR&A

Bores
Tumut & Adelong

2134

800

Murrumbidgee 11 WS

5

54

26

1050



516

516

150



Murrumbidgee 1 WS
(Goorudee Rivulet)

102

102

29



M RR

Intake Tumut River

35

35

50



MUR&A

Upper Tumut WS

93

93

30



MUR&A

Binalong WS (Illalong

30

1900

710



MUR&A

Dam) Yass Lower WS

1700

MDBFR GW

(Yass dam)

170

250

50



Bore at Adelong showground

50

Batlow

MUR&A

Gilmore/Sandy WS
(Kunama Dam)

Adaminaby

MUR&A

Brungle
Talbingo

Captains Flat

MUR&A

(Ph: 1300 735 025)
Jounama Ck –



2540

LFB MDB

QueanbeyanPalerang RC





49
Intake Tumut River

(Ph: 1300 553 652)

36

2134

M RR

Yass, Binalong,
Bowning &
Murrumbateman

Snowy Hydro Ltd

Murrumbidgee 1 WS
(Onstream weir pool)

MUR&A
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Molonlo WS (Dam
on Queanbeyan
River)
Upper Tumut WS

2490

250

93
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(Ph: 02 6453 2888)

Talbingo
Dry Dam

37

MUR&A
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Appendix C. Contact details
This appendix provides indicative contact information.
Agency

Contact Details

Department of Industry —
Water

Ph: 02 9338 6600
Email: complete our online contact us form
Report illegal activities

Natural Resources Access
Regulator (NRAR)

Ph: 1800 633 362
Email: nrar.enquiries@nrar.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 1300 662 077

WaterNSW

Email: Customer.Helpdesk@waternsw.com.au
Emergency reporting: 1800 061 069

Environment Protection
Authority

Ph: 131 555

Office of Environment and
Heritage

Ph: (02) 9995 5000 or 131 555

Department of Primary
Industries - Agriculture

Ph: 1800 808 095

Algal Alerts

Email: info@epa.nsw.gov.au

Email: info@environment.nsw.gov.au

Email: nsw.agriculture@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 1800 999 457
Email: aquatic.pests@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 1300 550 474

Department of Primary
Industries - Fisheries

Email: information-advisory@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Fishers Watch Ph: 1800 043 536
Report illegal activities: online report form

Fire and Rescue NSW and
other emergency services
including Rural Fire Service,
SES and NSW Police

000

Local Land Services North
West LLS region

Ph: 1300 795 299

Local Water Utilities

See Table B 1

NSW Health - Water Unit
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Appendix D. Evaluation questions
In the context of this document evaluation refers to a systematic, evidence-based assessment of
IRG success in meeting critical human water needs during extreme events. Review refers to the
formal revision and updating of IRG documents.
The following questions are a guide to IRG appropriateness, efficiency and effectiveness
evaluation. The nature of extreme events may restrict or extend this list. Question scope should
be considered prior to commencing any evaluation. Also note evaluation is a staged process
progressing only when adequate evidence is available with effectiveness evaluation reliant on
completion of appropriateness and effectiveness stages.
Appropriateness example evaluation questions
Does the IRG reflect current policy and legislative instruments such as the NSW Extreme Events
Policy, Water Management Act 2000, Basin Plan 2012 and relevant WSPs?
Does the IRG clearly describe critical human water needs and how they will be prioritised and
met during an extreme event?
Are the described range of measures and triggers appropriate for the WRP area?
Are the governance arrangements for the establishment and operation of CWAPs appropriate
and readily available?
(This includes membership, decision documentation, and communications)
Is the decision making process clearly defined, well documented and transparent?
Does the IRG base management of water resources during extreme events on the best available
scientific event likelihood information?
(This is a requirement of the BP 10.51(3))
Is the range of instruments and information identified in Appendices A, B and C appropriate,
relevant and current?

Efficiency example evaluation questions
Was relevant and adequate information readily available throughout the review period to detect
an approaching extreme event?
(e.g. water resource assessments, algal, salinity and pollution monitoring, infrastructure
monitoring)
Did an extreme event occur during the review period?
If yes, IRG efficiency and effectiveness can be evaluated and the following questions assessed.
Was a CWAP formed when required?
Was adequate and timely information available to inform CWAP decisions?
Were CWAP decisions made in a timely, transparent manner?
Were CWAP decisions well documented and communicated efficiently and as early as possible
to stakeholders?
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Efficiency example evaluation questions
Were multi-state, multi-agency and issue-specific groups consulted when relevant and in a
timely manner?
Were issue specific management plans utilised when required?
Were the staged responses adequately spaced, realistic, and a relevant guide to CWAP
decisions?
Was the IRG reviewed and updated by DOI Water and the CWAP after significant events and at
other identified review trigger points?
Has a list of relevant scientific knowledge and information sources been identified to inform IRG
review?

Effectiveness example evaluation questions
Was the IRG effective in delivering outcomes to meet the critical human water needs identified in
Table 1-3?
Outcomes should be assessed with regard to: appropriateness and efficiency findings; both
intended outcomes and unintended adverse outcomes; WMA 2000 take priority during extreme
events; and non-water management contextual information.
Effectiveness assessment is based on economic, social, and environmental outcomes and
assessed in the following groups. Performance indicators have not been specified at this stage
due to the variable nature, extent and duration of extreme events. Information collected under a
variety of monitoring programs and WRP specific MER plans will be considered in IRG
evaluation and review.
Priority 1
- Water for towns and essential human needs
Priority 2
- Environment
Priority 3
- Water for stock
- Industrial and commercial LWU supplies
- Water for uses associated with high priority access licences
- Other (generally social and cultural requirements)
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